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Abstract

Moklen, an endangered Austronesian language in Southern Thailand, is important for studying tonogenesis. Previous research confirmed the presence of two lexical tones in Moklen, but their nature is unclear. This study analyzed the acoustic properties of Moklen tones. Eight native Moklen speakers participated, producing 93 mono- and disyllables with varied tones, onset voicing, vowel length, and coda classes. Acoustic measurements were obtained from the stressed final syllables, including f0, F1, F2, H1*-A3*, and CPP. Results showed that f0 is the primary phonetic cue for tonal contrast in Moklen, accompanied by the difference in vowel quality and phonation type. Specifically, Tone 1 is characterized by a higher pitch and a lower and more front vowel with modal voice, while Tone 2 has a lower pitch and a higher, more back, and breathier vowel. These characteristics bear similarities to register distinctions observed in Austroasiatic languages of Southeast Asia, suggesting a possible transphonologization of laryngeal properties into prosodic ones in Moklen. However, the exact segmental sources of Moklen tones still remain an open question.
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1. Introduction

Moklen, an endangered Austronesian language spoken on the Andaman coast of Southern Thailand, is an important case for studying tonogenesis [1, 2, 3]. While previous research by Pittayaporn et al. [3] confirmed the presence of two lexical tones in Moklen, the nature of this tonal contrast remains unclear. Sawstham [4] and Larish [1], [5], [6] proposed that Moklen tones emerged through contact with Southern Polynesian (PMP) *b, t, tʰ, d, c, cʰ, k, kʰ, g, j, ʔ, h, m, n, p, ɲ, l, w, j, including consonant clusters like /pʰ/ and /kʰ/. In the coda of major syllables, ten consonants are possible, including /-p, -t, -k, -ʔ, -h, -m, -n, -ŋ, -l, -j/.

Additionally, Moklen has nineteen vowels, with nine pairs contrasting for length /i, iː, u, uː, u, u, e, e, e, x, y, o, o, e, e, a, a/ in the final stressed syllable. In the initial unstressed syllables of disyllabic words, only /a, a, a/ are possible, including /-p, -t, -ʔ, -h, -m, -n, -ŋ, -l, -j/ occur in unstressed syllables. An extra-short neutral vowel /ә/ varies in pronunciation, influenced by its environment. In addition, Moklen includes three diphthongs: /ka/, /ku/, and /ha/.

1.1. Moklen language

Moklen, a member of the Austronesian language family, is spoken by approximately 4,000 Moklen individuals residing along the coastline of the southern Thai peninsula. The phonological features of the Moklen language exhibit a remarkable similarity to other mainland Southeast Asian languages, distinguishing it from the insular Austronesian language family [6], [8].

Moklen allows twenty consonants in syllable-initial positions /p, pʰ, b, t, tʰ, d, c, cʰ, k, kʰ, g, j, ʔ, h, m, n, p, ɲ, l, w, j/, including consonant clusters like /pʰ/ and /kʰ/. In the coda of major syllables, ten consonants are possible, including /-p, -t, -k, -ʔ, -h, -m, -n, -ŋ, -l, -j/.

Additionally, Moklen has nineteen vowels, with nine pairs contrasting for length /i, iː, u, uː, u, u, e, e, e, x, y, o, o, e, e, a, a/ in the final stressed syllable. In the initial unstressed syllables of disyllabic words, only /a, a, a/ are possible, including /-p, -t, -ʔ, -h, -m, -n, -ŋ, -l, -j/ occur in unstressed syllables. An extra-short neutral vowel /ә/ varies in pronunciation, influenced by its environment. In addition, Moklen includes three diphthongs: /ka/, /ku/, and /ha/.

1.2. Moklen tonal phonology

Similar to many languages in Mainland Southeast Asia, Moklen is an iambic language that assigns stress to the last syllable of the foot [1], [3], [4], [5], [6]. While many words are typically disyllabic, they can be simplified especially in connected speech by omitting the initial syllable [1], [3]. The stressed syllable can be either an open or closed syllable with distinct vowels. Disyllabic structures follow the pattern (CV)(C)CV(V)(C), while monosyllables follow (C)CV(V)(C).

Regarding the presence of two lexical tones in Moklen, as confirmed by Pittayaporn et al. [3], tones are consistently realized on the ultimate syllable, which is always stressed. They are categorized as either high or low. Moklen’s tonal phonology exhibits an unbalanced distribution, with more words having a high tone than a low one. Notably, only a few tonal minimal pairs have been identified, such as the words /nəmən/ ‘to fish,’ and /nəmən/ ‘to be glad or happy’, and /mən/ /mən/ ‘to dry in the sun’, and /mən/ /mən/ ‘coconut,’ the words /kələt/ ‘to be hot,’ and /kələt/ ‘mushroom,’ and the words /dələk/ /dələk/ ‘marlin,’ and /dələk/ /dələk/ ‘to light up.’ Because it is not possible to predict tones based on surrounding sounds, the language certainly has contrastive tones. These instances prompt us to wonder whether the tonal difference is solely due to pitch, as observed in the tonal Northern and Western dialects of Khmu [9], or involves other acoustic properties, as seen in Eastern Cham [10], Northern Vietnamese [11], Burmese [12], [13].
2. Methodology

2.1. Data collection

To examine the phonetic realization of Moklen tones, eight native Moklen speakers from Phang Nga Province, Thailand, participated in the study. Among them, four were residents of Bang Sak Village (BS), while the others lived in Lam Pi Village (LP). Language data were collected from three females and one male at each research site. The participants ranged in age from 46 to 70 years and were bilingual in both Moklen and Southern Thai, with Moklen being their dominant language.

Participants were instructed to produce Moklen mono- and disyllables in isolation, with each word repeated three times. For the analysis of acoustic properties of Moklen tones, we carefully selected 93 target words having stressed final syllables with /a, aː/ vowels. These target words were systematically varied in terms of tones, onset voicing, vowel length, and coda classes to ensure a balanced representation, as seen in an illustration of stimuli used for eliciting Moklen data in Table 1.

Table 1: An illustration of Moklen stimuli.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset Voicing</th>
<th>Vowel Length</th>
<th>Coda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>plain -h</td>
<td>-q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that Moklen displays variation in initial consonants, such as aspirated palatal stops like /cʰ/ sometimes being pronounced as [cʰ] or [s]. Similar variations occur with other consonant pairs like [b] and [m], [d] and [l]. Thus, the word meaning ‘stove (traditional)’ could be pronounced as [dąpən] or [təpən], and the word meaning ‘eye’ could be pronounced as [mat̥ːʔ] or [bat̥ːʔ]. These patterns of variation appear to be dialectal and generational.

2.2. Data processing

Five acoustic measurements were extracted for analysis: fundamental frequency (f0) for pitch, and second formant frequencies (F1, F2) for vowel quality, the difference between corrected first harmonics and corrected spectral amplitude of F3 (H1*-A3*)¹, and Cepstral Peak Prominence (CPP) for voice quality. These acoustic measures were chosen, as they are reported to be acoustic correlates of tonation in Southeast Asia [14]. The extraction of acoustic measurements was performed on the vowel intervals of the stressed final syllables, using PraatSauce [15]. A consistent window size of 30 ms with a 5 ms time step was applied across all acoustic measurements.

The acoustic measurement process involved two steps for each participant, following Hirst [16]. In the initial pass, a broad f0 range of 75–400 Hz was used. Subsequently, the first (Q1) and the third quartiles (Q3) of f0 were computed for each participant. In the second round of f0 extraction, the f0 floor was set to Q1 × 0.75, while the f0 ceiling was set to Q1 × 1.5.

2.3. Data analyses

To enable meaningful comparisons, each measurement underwent z-scoring by speakers and time warping to a fixed length. We conducted a third-order polynomial growth curve analysis of f0, F1, F2, H1*-A3*, and CPP trajectories during the vowel interval. The effects of tone, onset voicing, coda class, and their interactions were assessed through hierarchically nested models, following the approach outlined by Mirman [17]. Separate models were conducted for short and long vowels and dialects, resulting in a total of four models for each measure. Subject was incorporated as a random effect in these analyses.

3. Results

Our results show that the acoustic cues for Moklen tonal contrast include pitch, vowel quality and voice quality. In essence, significant differences in f0, F1, F2, H1*-A3*, and CPP were observed between the two tones in both varieties.

3.1. f0

In the case of short vowels, the likelihood ratio tests indicate that the best-fitting model for BS speakers comprises linear and quadratic terms, while for LP speakers, it includes only the linear term. Conversely, for long vowels, the optimal model for BS speakers incorporates only the linear term, whereas for LP speakers, it includes both linear and quadratic terms.

The findings reveal that Tone 1 consistently exhibits a higher mean f0 than Tone 2 across both short and long vowels for speakers from both villages. The effect size ranged approximately from 0.1 to 0.6 z-scores. Additionally, interactions were observed between the linear term and tone, indicating distinct slopes between the two tones, for both vowel length and for speakers from both villages. Specifically, Tone 2 demonstrates a steeper rising slope. Furthermore, interactions between the quadratic term and tone were observed for short vowels of BS speakers and long vowels of LP speakers, suggesting differences in the curvature of the f0 trajectories. Figure 1 illustrates the f0 trajectories predicted.

1 Other spectral measures, such as H1*-H2*, were also extracted, but they did not attain statistical significance in the models.
3.2. F1

In the case of short vowels, the likelihood ratio tests indicate that the best-fitting model for BS speakers comprises of only the intercept term for speakers from both villages. Conversely, for long vowels, the optimal model for BS speakers incorporates linear, quadratic, and cubic terms, whereas for LP speakers, it includes linear and quadratic terms.

The findings reveal that Tone 1 consistently exhibits a higher mean F1 than Tone 2 across both short and long vowels for speakers from both villages. The effect size ranged approximately from 0.02 to 0.5 z-scores. Additionally, interactions were observed between the linear term and tone, indicating distinct slopes for the two tones, for long vowels of LP speakers. Furthermore, interactions between the quadratic term and tone were observed for long vowels of BS speakers and of LP speakers, suggesting differences in the curvature of the F1 trajectories across tonal categories. The significance of interaction between cubic term and tone for long vowels of speakers from both villages also indicate differences in the curvature of the F1 trajectories.

3.3. F2

In the case of short vowels, the likelihood ratio tests indicate that the best-fitting model for BS speakers comprises linear, quadratic, and cubic terms, while for LP speakers, it includes only the intercept term. Conversely, for long vowels, the optimal model for BS speakers incorporates linear, quadratic, and cubic terms, whereas for LP speakers, it includes linear and quadratic terms.

The findings reveal that Tone 1 consistently exhibits a slightly higher mean F2 than Tone 2 across both short and long vowels for speakers from both villages. The effect size ranged approximately from 0.02 to 0.09 z-scores. Additionally, interactions were observed between the linear term and tone, indicating distinct slopes between the two tones, for long vowels of speakers from both villages. Furthermore, interactions between the quadratic term and tone were observed for long vowels of speakers from both villages, suggesting differences in the curvature of the F2 trajectories across tonal categories. The significance of interaction between cubic term and tone for long and short vowels of BS speakers also indicate differences in the curvature of the F2 trajectories.

3.4. H1*-A3*

In the case of short vowels, the likelihood ratio tests indicate that the best-fitting model for speakers from both villages comprises only the linear term. Similarly, for long vowels, the optimal model for speakers from both villages incorporates only the linear term as well.

The findings reveal that Tone 1 consistently exhibits a lower mean H1*-A3* than Tone 2 across both short and long vowels for speakers from both villages. The effect size ranged approximately from -0.04 to -0.2 z-scores. Additionally, interactions were observed between the linear term and tone, indicating distinct slopes between the two tones, for long vowels of speakers from both villages.

3.5. CPP

In the case of short vowels, the likelihood ratio tests indicate that the best-fitting model for BS speakers comprises linear and quadratic terms, while for LP speakers, it includes linear and quadratic terms. Conversely, for long vowels, the optimal model for speakers from both villages incorporates linear and quadratic terms.

The findings reveal that Tone 1 consistently exhibits a slightly higher mean CPP than Tone 2 across both short and long vowels for speakers from both villages. The effect size ranged approximately from 0.2 to 0.9 z-scores. Additionally, interactions were observed between the linear term and tone, indicating distinct slopes between the two tones, for long vowels of BS speakers and short vowels of LP.
interactions between the quadratic term and tone were observed for short and long vowels of speakers from both villages, suggesting differences in the curvature of the CPP trajectories across tonal categories.

![GCA predicted CPP trajectories over the vowels.](image)

Furthermore, we observed significant effects of onset voicing on various acoustic measures, including the mean and slope of f0, the mean, slope, and curvature of F1, the mean and slope of F2, the mean and slope of H1*-A3*, and the mean, slope, and curvature of CPP. Additionally, coda class displayed significant effects on the mean and slope of f0, the mean and slope of F1, the mean, slope, and curvature of F2, the mean and slope of H1*-A3*, as well as the mean, slope, and curvature of CPP. Lastly, we also noted interactions between onset voicing and tone across all measures.

4. Discussion

Our experimental findings strongly suggest that f0 serves as the primary acoustic cue for tonal contrast in Moklen, accompanied by differences in vowel quality and phonation type. Specifically, Tone 1 is characterized by a higher pitch and a lower, more front vowel with modal voice, while Tone 2 exhibits a lower pitch and a higher, more back and, breathier vowel. These characteristics bear similarities to register distinctions observed in Austroasiatic and Chamic languages of Mainland Southeast Asia [18], suggesting a potential transphonologization of laryngeal properties into prosodic ones in Moklen. Register distinctions in these languages involve a bundle of acoustic properties (f0, phonation type, and vowel quality) that are realized on the rhymes, but they originated from a voicing contrast in onsets [19].

Beyond these similarities, Moklen tones do not appear to emerge from the same process as in Austroasiatic languages. While most Austroasiatic languages developed tones through the loss of onset voicing contrast, Moklen still retains the onset voicing of the proto language. Crucially, tones in Moklen cannot be predicted solely from onset voicing, as evidenced by words like /ʔuk/ ‘top,’ /ʔuk/ ‘crow,’ /kabən/ ‘boat,’ /padaʔ/ ‘spur,’ /dabək/ ‘short,’ etc., which encompass all possible combinations of onset voicing and tones. Thus, the possibility that Moklen tones originated from laryngeal properties of onset voicing is ruled out.

The origin of Moklen tone remains a perplexing mystery, lacking empirical evidence or in-depth study, despite proposed hypotheses in previous research. These hypotheses include the influence of Southern Thai, an adjacent tonal language [1], [4], [5], [6], and additional segmental sources such as preceding syllables [6]. Besides the proposals of contact-induced tonogenesis, it is uncertain whether this development occurred as a result of external contact or an internal process, which could have involved additional segmental sources, such as preceding syllables, or other prosodic elements, such as stress positions, as observed in Southern Qiang dialects [20].

As a final note, it is worth pointing out that while pitch, vowel quality, and phonation type serve as phonetic cues in Moklen tonal distinction, it remains unclear whether these cues are used by native Moklen listeners in perception. Further investigation is required to provide insights into this aspect.

5. Conclusions

This pioneering acoustic study on Moklen tones sheds light on the phonetic differentiation of these tonal categories. Our results, measured from f0, F1, F2, H1*-A3*, and CPP, demonstrate that f0 is not the sole acoustic cue for tonal contrast in Moklen; vowel quality and voice quality also play significant roles. We observed consistent differences between Tone 1 and Tone 2 across short and long vowels for speakers from both BS and LP villages. Specifically, Tone 1 has higher F0, while Tone 2 exhibits steeper F0 slopes. Both tones also display differences in the curvature of the f0 trajectories. Regarding vowel quality, Tone 1 has a higher mean F1 and slightly higher mean F2 compared to Tone 2. In terms of voice quality, Tone 1 exhibits a lower mean H1*-A3* and a slightly higher mean CPP compared to Tone 2 across both short and long vowels. These findings underscore the distinct phonetic characteristics between Tone 1 and Tone 2 in Moklen. In conclusion, Tone 1 is characterized by higher pitch and a lower, more front vowel with modal voice, while Tone 2 has a lower pitch and a higher, more back, and breathier vowel. They significantly contribute to our understanding of tonal contrasts in Moklen and lay the groundwork for further research into its tonal evolution.
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